Trump prepared to wait for trade deal until after US 2020 election
Said yesterday in London

President Trump arrived in Britain with a rather long ‘to do’ list. Telling French
President Macron that it was ‘’nasty, insulting and disrespectful’’ to call NATO
‘’brain dead’’, attending a Buckingham Palace reception with the leaders of
other NATO nations, catching up with PM Boris Johnson at 10 Downing Street
in the evening. To cap it all he then said: ‘’In some ways, I like the idea of
waiting until after the election for the China deal, but they want to make a deal
now and we will see whether or not the deal is going to be right’’.
Yesterday the world’s biggest pension fund, Japan’s 80 trillion-yen (US $737
billion) Government Pension Investment Fund, stopped lending out its shares
in overseas firms, reports the Financial Times. These add up to $370 billion
and are mainly used by short-sellers to fulfil trading obligations. They report
that the decision is part of the fund’s efforts to become an environmental,
social and governance-focused investor. Needless to say, company bosses
whose shares are under pressure will be delighted by the move.

Nicole Elliott
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IG Index chart

Markets and investors rattled a little by the sell-off so far this week, mainly as
a contrast to the complete lack of activity over the previous 3 weeks. Note that
weekly bullish momentum has slumped quickly.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Short at 13200; stop above 13375 with a target
at 12335.
POSITION TAKER: Square.
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FTSE 100

IG Index chart

As we saw at the very beginning of October, gains and losses are
asymmetrical. Despite the sudden slippage over the last 2 days, momentum is
barely bearish.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Took my profits at 7175, as planned and now
wondering where to re-sell.
POSITION TAKER: Short at 7300; stop above 7400. Target 7100.
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S&P 500

IG Index chart

Price action since the start of November can be seen as a potential
broadening top chart pattern. This moved just above the top of another
broadening top that started in March this year. It too forms the top of an even
bigger broadening top which kicked off in January 2018, and where the upper
edge acted as support for yesterday’s fall in the index. This forming of fractals
is an important aspect to technical analysis and can make for reliable moves.

SHORT TERM TRADER: Small short at 3112; stop above 3160. Target
2975.
POSITION TAKER: Will sell depending on how the weekly candle looks.
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BRITISH POUND/US DOLLAR

IG Index chart

Inching above the top of the flag with some lazy analysts getting excited
because we’re trading above the semi-psychological 1.3000. Remember
sterling has been pretty much the world’s most hated currency since the 2016
referendum. About turn?
SHORT TERM TRADER: Small long at 1.2950; stop below 1.2875. Target
1.3350.
POSITION TAKER: Long at 1.2950; stop below 1.2800. Target 1.3350.
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EURO/US DOLLAR

IG Index chart

The MACD turned a tad bullish on yesterday’s close but I know my stop loss
is at the right level.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Short at 1.1050; stop above 1.1100. Target
1.0930.
POSITION TAKER: Square.
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GOLD

IG Index chart

Such a bore as we’re back at the 1480 area.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Short at 1520; stop above 1500. Target 1440.
POSITION TAKER: Short at 1507; stop above 1520. Target 1440.
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Nicole Elliott is a long-standing member and Fellow of the Society of Technical Analysts and
has taken over the IC’s trading coverage. She is regularly interviewed and quoted by the
financial media, is a conference speaker, and author of several books on charting.
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